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NEW ROUTES: We have seen a global boom in new stock market listings, with over 700 initial public offerings (IPOs)
in Q1, raising a record US$200bn, led by tech and healthcare companies. This has been via traditional IPOs as well
as new alternative ‘direct listings’ (listings that do not raise new capital) and SPAC special purpose acquisition
companies (cash shells seeking acquisitions). Swedish alternative dairy producer Oatly (OTLY) and US web-hoster
Squarespace (SQSP) this week have been two of the largest. This is broadly positive, 1) reversing the big decline in
US listed companies, and 2) boosting investor choice, especially for small (IJR, IWM) and mid-cap (IWR, IJH) stocks.

US: We are seeing a reversal of the long term down-trend in listed US companies (see chart). The fall was driven by
rise of private equity (companies could stay private longer), high listing costs and reporting requirements (a
disincentive to list), and low interest rates (availability of capital), and its reverse helped by rise of the new IPO
alternatives. New supply has caused some indigestion, with Renaissance US IPO index -12% YTD, but may be offset
by a company share buyback recovery, now annualising at cUS$600bn, and historically the largest US equity buyer.

CHINA: The market has grown from zero 20 years ago to be the world’s 2nd largest market today, by market cap and
number of companies, as the economy boomed. It is a tech-heavy market, leading in many key investment themes
(@ChinaTech, @ChinaCar), with still large IPO pipeline, and remains dramatically under-owned by foreign investors.

EUROPE: The region has avoided the US ‘de-equitization’ experience, and just seen the strongest quarter of IPOs in
over 20 years. London leads by size and activity and is seeking to encourage more tech companies and SPAC
listings. Relative to the respective sizes of their economies, Europe actually has more listed companies than the US.

TODAY: Investors take the global growth and inflation pulse, with forward-looking purchasing manager index (PMI)
data from US, UK, Europe, Japan, and Australia. US, UK, Australia are seeing the strongest growth, with EU catching
up, and Japan lagging. Services, led by banks and real estate, are gaining on manufacturing as economies re-open.
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